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This book examines how and why British imperial rule shaped scientific knowledge about malaria and its cures in
nineteenth-century India. This title is also available as Open Access.
Here is a wise, radical, and illuminating book on the obstacles that a rigid interpretation of orthodox
christological doctrines presents to dialogue with persons of other faiths. One Christ--Many Religions examines
religious pluralism today and, in the light of its implications for the global community, suggests the contours of
a revised christology more credible to Christians and their neighbors of other faiths. Samartha argues that the
problem with the christological dogmas of the first Ecumenical Councils is not their truth so much as their
interpretation, and the un-Christian zealotry they seem to engender in Christians. Sensitive to charges of
sentiments of racial and cultural superiority that stem from Christians believing themselves uniquely authorized
agents of God, Samartha challenges us to admit the truth of these accusations, and to revise our understanding
of Jesus. Without such christological revisions, Samartha fears, Christianity may cease to be Christian, may
become enfeebled in the pursuit of justice for the oppressed, alienated from the deeper challenge of Jesus,
sealed off from the truths of other religions, and, ultimately, may be barred from experiencing the rich and
mysterious encounter of God.
The thing with love is, the more you try to push it out, the more it follows you . . . Chhavi Mukharjee has just
settled into the cut-throat modelling industry when, all too soon, things begin to fall apart. When she meets
Tushar, a successful photographer, sparks fly between them. But Chhavi doesn’t believe in love or commitment.
They decide to carry on a no-strings-attached, open relationship. However, when she begins to miss him while
he’s away, she knows it is something more than just passion!
The present book “SET Life Science: Solved Papers” is specially developed for the aspirants of SET Life Sciences
Examinations. This book includes previous solved papers SET Life Science papers of Maharashtra, Andhra
Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Gujarat and Rajasthan. Main objective of this book is to develop
confidence among the candidates appearing for SET examination in the field of Life Sciences. Both fundamental
and practical aspects of the subject have been covered by solved questions. This book meets the challenging
requirements of CSIR-NET, GATE, IARI, BARC and Ph.D entrance of various Indian universities.
Soft Computing: Theories and Applications
Elements of Power Systems
Phenomenology: East and West
SET Life Science: Solved Exam Questions
The New Year Book
Assembly Proceedings; Official Report
Fifty Years of Librarianship in India, Past, Present, and Future
Council Debates
Seminar Papers, Twenty Ninth All India Library Conference, Mysore University, December 5-9, 1983
Guidance and Counselling in India
Guidance And Counselling Is Very Important Part Of Activity In Educational Institutions All Over The World, But In India Literature On This
Subject Is Very Scanty. In The Present Book, Guidance And Counselling In India, An Attempt Has Been Made To Fulfil This Need In The
Wake Of Changing Pattern Of Socio-Economic, Socio-Educational And Socio-Cultural Systems Which Are Forming Complex Shape Owing
To Advancement In Science And Technology And Changing Nature Of Human Behaviour And A Person S Adjustment With His Family,
Community And Society.After Classifying The Concept Of Guidance, The Book Studies Its Relationship With Educational Specialities, Its
Areas, Its Types Such As Self-Guidance And Guidance To Other Individuals. It Proceeds To Discuss Professional Counselling And Explains
Counselling Of Individuals And In Groups. It Examines Counselling For Vocational Development And Leisure Time Guidance.The Subjects
Discussed In The Book Include : Guidance Services In India, Student Counselling, Group Guidance, Collection, Filing And Dissemination Of
Occupational Information, Psychological Aspects Of Vocation, Vocationalisation, Vocational Guidance, The World Of Work And
Occupations, Institutions Of Higher Learning And The World Of Work, Job Analysis, Educational Guidance, Pupil Personnel Work In Indian
Schools, New Pattern Of Education And Guidance Services, Guidance And Counselling In Indian Colleges And Universities, Ueigb And Usab,
Individual Testing And Non-Testing Devices In Guidance, Guidance In Adolescence, Guidance Of Problem Children, Guidance Of Backward
Children And Guidance Of Gifted Children. The Book Ends With A Look At The Future Development Of Careers Education And Guidance
And Highlights Some Useful Strategies For Change.This Voluminous Work On Guidance And Counselling Fulfills The Requirements Of
Students, Teachers, Psychologists, Professional Counselors And Practitioners In This Field.
The fundamental mathematical tools needed to understand machine learning include linear algebra, analytic geometry, matrix decompositions,
vector calculus, optimization, probability and statistics. These topics are traditionally taught in disparate courses, making it hard for data science
or computer science students, or professionals, to efficiently learn the mathematics. This self-contained textbook bridges the gap between
mathematical and machine learning texts, introducing the mathematical concepts with a minimum of prerequisites. It uses these concepts to
derive four central machine learning methods: linear regression, principal component analysis, Gaussian mixture models and support vector
machines. For students and others with a mathematical background, these derivations provide a starting point to machine learning texts. For
those learning the mathematics for the first time, the methods help build intuition and practical experience with applying mathematical
concepts. Every chapter includes worked examples and exercises to test understanding. Programming tutorials are offered on the book's web
site.
This book focuses on soft computing and its applications to solve real-life problems occurring in different domains ranging from medical and
health care, supply chain management and image processing to cryptanalysis. It presents the proceedings of International Conference on Soft
Computing: Theories and Applications (SoCTA 2016), offering significant insights into soft computing for teachers and researchers and
inspiring more and more researchers to work in the field of soft computing. >The term soft computing represents an umbrella term for
computational techniques like fuzzy logic, neural networks, and nature inspired algorithms. In the past few decades, there has been an
exponential rise in the application of soft computing techniques for solving complex and intricate problems arising in different spheres of life.
The versatility of these techniques has made them a favorite among scientists and researchers working in diverse areas. SoCTA is the first
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international conference being organized at Amity University Rajasthan (AUR), Jaipur. The objective of SoCTA 2016 is to provide a common
platform to researchers, academicians, scientists, and industrialists working in the area of soft computing to share and exchange their views and
ideas on the theory and application of soft computing techniques in multi-disciplinary areas. The aim of the conference is to bring together
young and experienced researchers, academicians, scientists, and industrialists for the exchange of knowledge. SoCTA especially encourages
the young researchers at the beginning of their career to participate in this conference and present their work on this platform.
This book offers a new interpretation of the life and legacy of the Indian reformer and intellectual, Ishvarchandra Vidyasagar (1820–91).
Drawing upon autobiography, biography, secondary criticism and a range of Vidyasagar’s original writings in Bengali, the book interrogates
the role of history, memory and controversy, and emphasises the key challenge of pinning down the identity of an enigmatic and multi-faceted
figure. By examining lesser-known works of Vidyasagar (including several pseudonymous and posthumous works) alongside the evidence of
his public career, the author calls attention to the colonial transformation of intellectual and social life, the nature of life writing, the limits of
standard biographies and the problem of modern Indian identity as such. Based on decades of research and an original perspective, this book
will be especially useful to scholars of modern Indian history, biographical studies, comparative literature and those interested in Bengal.
Research Schools on Number Theory in India
Vice-Chancellors' Conference
Classified replies to the Commissioners' questions
A New History of Dharma??stra
Report of the Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes
Accidentally in Love
Proceedings of SoCTA 2016
ICSSR Newsletter
One Christ--Many Religions
Council Debates; Official Report
Elements of Power Systems prepares students for engineering degrees, diplomas, Associate Member of the Institution of
Engineers (AMIE) examinations, or corresponding examinations in electrical power systems. Complete with case studies,
worked examples, and circuit schematic diagrams, this comprehensive text:Provides a solid understanding of the the
Different tourism sites and destinations require different management approaches to maintain resources for both tourists
and native populations. Through evaluating ongoing patterns in the industry, businesses are able to maintain an
equilibrium between the local community and tourist populations. Managing Sustainable Tourism Resources is a scholarly
publication that takes an in-depth look at the different aspects of tourism as well as its impacts on cultural awareness,
ecological harmony, and diversity. Additionally, it analyzes the operational functions within varying types of tourism and
business strategies including women entrepreneurship, tourism in national parks and sanctuaries, and sustainable
management. This book is a vital resource for entrepreneurs, policy makers, managers, economists, business
professionals, academicians, and researchers seeking coverage on the management and sustainable tourism.
Online has:
Through pointed studies of important aspects and topics of dharma in Dharmaśāstra, this comprehensive collection shows
that the history of Hinduism cannot be written without the history of Hindu law. Part One provides a concise overview of
the literary genres in which Dharmasastra was written with attention to chronology and historical developments. This
study divides the tradition into its two major historical periods—the origins and formation of the classical texts and the
later genres of commentary and digest—in order to provide a thorough, but manageable overview of the textual bases of
the tradition. Part Two presents descriptive and historical studies of all the major substantive topics of Dharmasastra.
Each chapter offers readers with salest knowledge of the debates, transformations, and fluctcating importance of each
topic. Indirectly, readers will also gain insight into the ethos or worldview of religious law in Hinduism, enabling them to
get a feel for how dharma authors thought and why. Part Three contains brief studies of the impact and reception of
Dharmasastra in other South Asian cultural and textual traditions. Finally, Part Four draws inspiration from "critical
terms" in contemporary legal and religious studies to analyze Dharmasastra texts. Contributors offer interpretive views of
Dharmasastra that start from hermeneutic and social concerns today.
Parliamentary Debates
Proceedings
Vidyasagar
Essays in Honor of J.N. Mohanty
The Life and After-life of an Eminent Indian
Asian Faces of Jesus
Hindu Law
Assembly Proceedings
Industrial India and the Riddles of Populism
Principles of Financial Accounting (University of Delhi)
Principles of Financial Accounting provides a clear exposition of the concepts, procedures and techniques of accounting, a subject area that
is constantly evolving to meet the growing and dynamic demands of business and industry. Keeping pace with the procedures and
techniques is a must for every student planning a career in accounting. With this in view, the University of Delhi has restructured its courses
and tried to give a new orientation to commerce education by introducing a new four-year B Com (Hons) course. This book is primarily written
keeping in view the requirements of students preparing for this course. KEY FEATURES · Simple and reader-friendly text · Blends the
concept and practical applications of accounting · Covers the latest concepts, procedures and techniques · Practical problems with short
answers for practice
The majority of parents throughout the world don't even know thalassemia exists let alone what it is. But for the parents of children born with
thalassemia it is a rude awakening to a life of despair and desperation for their child's future. This book is one mother's quest to try and save
her daughter's life irrespective of what she has to endure. The initial realisation that her daughter had a genetically inherited disease that she
had never heard of gave Aisha the drive and determination to not only research the illness but to also find a cure for her daughter.
Through pointed studies of important aspects and topics of dharma in Dharmasastra, this comprehensive collection shows that the history of
Hinduism cannot be written without the history of Hindu law. Part one provides a concise overview of the literary genres in which
Dharmasastra was written with attention to chronology and historical developments. This study divides the tradition into its two major
historical periods -- the origins and formation of the classical texts and the later genres of commentary and digest -- in order to provide a
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thorough, but manageable overview of the textual bases of the tradition. Part two presents descriptive and historical studies of all the major
substantive topics of Dharmasastra. Each chapter offers readers with direct knowledge of the debates, transformations, and fluctuating
importance of each topic. Readers will also gain insight into the ethos or worldview of religious law in Hinduism, enabling them to get a feel
for how dharma authors thought and why. Part three contains brief studies of the impact and reception of Dharmasastra in other South Asian
cultural and textual traditions. Part four draws inspiration from "critical terms" in contemporary legal and religious studies to analyze
Dharmasastra texts. Contributors offer interpretive views of Dharmasastra that start from hermeneutic and social concerns today.
To know the work of Jitendra Nath Mohanty even slightly is to commence to appreciate it immensely. Lucidity and sagacity have been its
armor; originality and ingenuity have been its strength. And wearing the former and wielding the latter have become so persistent a mark of
his work as to suggest that their appeal for Mohanty lies altogether more in the refmed reaches of philosophical craftsmanship than on the
coarse ground of intellectual partisanship. The multifaceted character of his work in phenomenology and Indian philosophy has never left us
palled by its significance and, as a consequence, has always left us conceding its command on our philosophical discourse. It has fulfilled the
most welcomed promise of striking the chords of both imagination and reason by exposing Husserlian phenomenology to the concerns of
both the so-called "analytical" and "continental" traditions and by exposing the philosophical tradition of Indian thought to the intricacies of
Husserl. Although charting and periodizing the body ofMohanty' s work in phenomeno logy may be the function of a memory inconspicuous
for originality and liveli ness, they nonetheless offer a precis conspicuous for the variety of topics that Mohanty has both engaged and
enriched. Mohanty's career in phenomenology can be characterized by three phases, each concentrating on different themes, but with the
latter two also epitomizing a more incisive and deeper discussion of the issues raised in the first.
The Last Mile
Managing Sustainable Tourism Resources
A Journal for the Teacher of English Outside the United States
People's Car
During the 20th Century
Empire, Medicine and Nonhumans in British India, 1820–1909
Malarial Subjects
Mathematics for Machine Learning
Lok Sabha Debates

India is witnessing a unique moment in populism, with sentiments divided between economic
reforms that promise fast industrialization and protests that thwart such
industrialization. This book offers an ethnographic study of divergent local responses to
the proposed construction of a Tata Motors factory in eastern India that would have
produced the Nano, the so-called people’s car. Initial excitement was followed by long
protests among the villagers whose agricultural land was being acquired for the project.
After these protests secured the relocation of the factory, further demonstrations
followed, sometimes involving the same participants, seeking to bring the factory back.
People’s Car explores this ambivalence concerning industrialization, asking why long
drawn resistances against corporate industrialization coexist with political rhetoric and
slogans promoting fast-paced industrialization. Majumder argues that such contradictory
rhetoric and promises target divided sentiments in rural India where land is
incommensurable with money and a site specially marked by desire for middle caste small
landowners aspiring to futures beyond agriculture. Previous studies of industrialization
have generally focused on either demands for development or populist critiques. Moving
beyond romantic clichés about urban/rural divisions, People’s Car offers a single
analytical and ethnographic framework demonstrating how pro- and anti-industrialization
forces feed off each other.
To publish a book on Statistics and gain share in the market. This is an acquired book
from East and hence will help us get some early adoptions/ sales.
World Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology Abstracts
Data India
The Oxford History of Hinduism: Hindu Law
Toward a Revised Christology
Burdwan University Journal of Science
Statistical Methods
Tamil Nadu Services Manual
official report
Official Report
Forum
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